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Lucosky Brookman is the industry leader in micro-cap IPOs and in
uplisting domestic or foreign quoted OTC companies and foreign
exchange listed companies to the Nasdaq or NYSE.

Each month, Lucosky Brookman publishes The Uplisting Report and
The Micro-Cap IPO Report - the most comprehensive resources
dedicated to the Uplist, cross-list and micro-cap IPO marketplaces. 
 The reports bring powerful and in-depth market data and analytics
to help issuers, management teams, boards of directors, consultants
and others involved in the IPO, uplisting and  cross-listing processes
make better decisions.

Placing a particular emphasis on issuers operating in the micro-cap
space (issuers with up to $300 million market cap), the following is a
synopsis of our Uplisting and Micro-IPO Reports for the third quarter
of 2022 (Q3). 

To view current monthly and archived Reports, please visit:  
https://www.lucbro.com/our-firm/uplisting-monthly
https://www.lucbro.com/our-firm/micro-cap-ipo

Please contact us at uplist@lucbro.com if you would like to discuss
your company's IPO, uplisting or cross-listing prospects, if you would
like to better understand the IPO, uplisting and cross-listing
marketplace, or if you would like to receive a comprehensive 7-8 page
listing Analysis of your company. 

Lucosky Brookman LLP
www.lucbro.com  
uplist@lucbro.com

LUCOSKY BROOKMAN LLP



While the larger capital markets continued to slow, the micro-cap marketplace

remained active during the third quarter of 2022 (Q3). Micro-cap uplisted and

cross-listed companies raised approximately $222 million in Q3, while companies

completing micro-cap IPOs raised approximately $423 million.

U P L I S T I N G / C R O S S - L I S T I N G

A total of 21 micro-cap companies which operate in 10 different sectors made up

the 2022 Q3 class of uplisted and cross-listed companies. Five (5) of the newly

exchange traded companies were listed organically, meaning they did not require a

simultaneous underwritten public offering in order to consummate the uplisting

or cross-listing to a Senior U.S. Exchange. Sixteen (16) of the uplists and cross-lists

included simultaneous underwritten public offerings, ranging from approximately

$3,300,000 to $40,000,000.

M I C R O - C A P  I P O s

A total of 25 micro-cap issuers, operating in 8 different sectors completed their

IPOs in Q3, with offerings ranging from approximately $6,000,000 to

$89,000,000. Ten (10) micro-cap foreign private issuers (FPIs) from 4 different

jurisdictions completed their IPOs in the U.S. during Q3. 

MICRO-CAP 2022

Q3 SUMMARY 
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21
MICRO-CAP ISSUERS

UPLISTING AND
CROSS-LISTING IN

Q3

16
UPLISTS AND CROSS-

LISTS ASSISTED BY
INVESTMENT

BANKERS

4
FOREIGN PRIVATE

ISSUERS CROSS-
LISTING IN Q3 

5
ISSUERS LISTED ON

A SENIOR U.S.
EXCHANGE

ORGANICALLY

U P L I S T S  &  C R O S S - L I S T S M I C R O - C A P  I P O s

$222M
RAISED BY

UPLISTING AND
CROSS-LISTING

MICRO-CAP
ISSUERS IN Q3

$13.9M
AVERAGE OFFERING
SIZE FOR UPLISTING
AND CROSS-LISTING
MICRO-CAP ISSUERS

25
MICRO-CAP IPOs

COMPLETED IN Q3

10
MICRO-CAP IPOs
COMPLETED BY

FOREIGN PRIVATE
ISSUERS IN Q3

ISSUERS FROM FOUR
JURISDICTIONS

COMPLETED MICRO-
CAP IPOs IN Q3

OF ISSUERS
COMPLETING MICRO-

CAP IPOs IN Q3
LISTED ON NASDAQ

4 95%

RAISED IN MICRO-
CAP IPOs DURING Q3

MEDIAN OFFERING
SIZE FOR MICRO-CAP

IPOs IN Q3

$423M $13.6M
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Offerings
Total  List ings

Cross-List ingS

2022

21 16 5 4

Q3

During Q3, 21 micro-cap uplisting and cross-listing issuers listed on a Senior U.S.
Exchange, a decrease of 22 issuers compared to the same period in 2021.

Micro-cap uplisting and cross-listing issuers raised, in a total of 16 offerings, a
combined $222 million, representing a decrease of $238 million from the combined 
 $460 million raised in a total of 43 offerings during Q3 of 2021.

The average offering size in Q3 was $13.9 million, a decrease of $3.4 million from the
$17.3 million average offering size in Q3 2021.

A total of 5 issuers listed organically during Q3, a decrease of 6 issuers when
compared to the same period in 2021.

2021

43 32 11 5

Q3

U P L I S T S  &  C R O S S - L I S T S

Q3 2021

In Q3, 25 micro-cap issuers completed their IPOs, a decrease of 3 issuers compared
to the same period in 2021.

Such issuers raised a total of $423 million, representing a decrease of $440 million
from the combined  $863 million raised during Q3 of 2021.

The median capital raise in Q3 was $13.6 million, a decrease of $11.4 million from the
$25 million median offering size in Q3 of 2021.

Ten (10) of the offerings in Q3 came from foreign private issuers, an increase of 5
when compared to the same period in 2021.

M I C R O - C A P  I P O s

Q3 2021

$423M
Raised Q3

IPOs

FPIs

$13.6M
Median 2022

$863M
RaisedQ3

IPOs

FPIs

$25M
Median

2021

Dollars  Raised

Dollars  Raised

Uplists  & Cross-Lists

Micro-Cap IPOs



Nasdaq Imposes a Temporary Pause on All Micro-Cap
IPOs: 

On September 20, 2022, a temporary pause was imposed by Nasdaq on
all Micro-Cap IPOs. 
 
The pause  appeared to be tied to the recent trading of certain IPOs with
extreme high and low post-listing trading swings. Nasdaq was reviewing
certain deals in the interest of “market integrity” and will be
implementing new rules related to vetting the actual offerings and its
participants. Like many of you, we have recently seen an uptick in
comments from Nasdaq during the listing process related to road show
meetings, syndicate members and shareholder lists etc.
 
The definition of Micro-Cap was also unclear in this regard. It appeared
that the larger the amount of capital raised by an issuer, the more
amenable Nasdaq was to approving the deal on a case by case basis.

This temporary pause on microcap IPOs should not affect issuers
looking to Uplist from the OTC or cross-list from a foreign exchange so
long as the issuer is trading with “reasonable volume”.

Lucosky Brookman Prices First Fully Syndicated and
Widely Distributed Micro-Cap IPO Since the Pause:

On September 30, 2022, our client, Laser Photonics Corporation,
(Nasdaq: LASE) received approval from Nasdaq and priced its IPO on
the Exchange in what was the first widely syndicated micro-cap IPO to
gain approval from the Exchange following the adoption of the new
rules.

For a more in-depth discussion and analysis on this topic, please feel
free to reach out to Lucosky Brookman at info@lucbro.com.
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/laser-photonics/?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base_recent_activity_details_all%3BXKnnEVF2S8mpW6GHZjBl3A%3D%3D

